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は成熟（asymmetrical decline or maturing of the 

























　The function of the spatial cognition is 
considered to be dominance as compared with 
a left cerebral hemisphere in the right cerebral 
hemisphere．We examined a right/left spatial 
cognition by using a line bisection and trisection 
tasks in 41 normal elderly subjects．In the 
bisection tasks, on trial by the right hand, deviated 
to the left from geometric middle．However, 
on trial by the left hand, it deviated slightly to 
the right．In the trisection tasks, at the left side 
divided point it deviated to the left from geometric 
left middle．In contrast, at the right side divided 
point deviated to the right from geometric right 
middle．Thus, the asymmetry between the 
right and left cerebral hemisphere in the spatial 
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cognitive function and the inhibitory interaction in 
the right hemisphere was suggested.
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